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I asked for God's Extended Hands, but all I
got is God's Extended Finger.
Direct from the Enhanced Apes Research &
Technology Homeland (E.A.R.T.H.)
If elections do not accomplish anything, and
all protests are considered criminal behavior,
what do we use for positive social change,
grenade launchers? Does anybody realize how
stupid it is to have to go thru such extreme
difficulties just to get some basic dignity for
fellow Americans? We treat rats in
psychological labs better than we treat
many humans.
Being alive pales compared to the greater gift
of never having been born. Support God's Holy
Sacraments of Suicide and Abortion!

Only brainwashed idiots demand "proof"
without realizing that all "proof" is false.
New web page at NZ9F.com/Intelligence.
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Alvarez Backed By
the Corrupt
Organized Crime Side
of Labor
Half your rent money goes to
Organized Crime, the Mafia
Gangsters in Real Estate
Alvarez lacks the "moxy" and
experience to deal with Organized
Crime and its Entrenched Mafia
Bosses that run Real Estate,
Drugs, and Street Gangs in San
Diego
Anybody with brains backs Mike Aguirre
Matt Potter correctly asserts in the San Diego
Reader that the "Union Support" and backing
that David Alvarez is getting is from the same
Mafia Organization gangsters that control the
Real Estate and Banking Mob. Their union
members average $55 an hour under special
deals. Their endorsement of Alvarez means he
would be an awful Mayor and require our time
and money to become recalled immediately.
Who do the Office Cleaners Union, the Hotel
Maids Union, the Taxicab Drivers Union, the
Bus Drivers Union and other "ordinary folks"
labor unions support, such as the Fast

Food Workers Union? Who do the teachers
back? The Police Unions are Mafia, so who
do they HATE? Which candidate is hated
by the rich billionaires?
Nathan Fletcher? Is he the guy who molests
little boys, or the guy who masturbates openly
in public rest rooms, or the guy who sexually
harasses women? I get all these "candidates"
confused. Oh, I remember. He's the one that
the gangsters who run the corrupt Real Estate
Mafia want, so they can increase the amount of
extortion money they get from everyone. Half
of your rent money gets paid by your
landlord to "The Boys" every month,
making it expensive to live here.
Businesses pay this "double rent", too,
making all prices high in San Diego, plus
smaller businesses cannot afford to start
up, stay in business, nor hire employees,
leading to job scarcity. Can't mess with
"The Boys" of the banking and real estate biz,
either, or you end up dead in the river. Your
rent should be 15%, and no more than 20% of
your income. You heard differently from the
Real Estate Mafia news reporters on television,
too, of course. Mike Aguirre would be a
good choice for Mayor because he has
fought
Organized
Crime,
including the deadly Banking and Real
Estate Mafia.

Filner Deprived
of Justice
Goodbye to the ONLY good
Mayor SD ever had
Broadcasters could face
criminal prosecution and/or
loss of FCC licenses
Forced to plead guilty to crimes he definitely
did not commit, Bob Filner avoided the
alternative of being unjustly convicted and
sentenced to prison. The "fix" of having the

Mafia use their news media to remove him was
in place the moment he won the election. Don
Bauder says more in the San Diego
Reader sandiegoreader.com/news/2013/oct/18
/ticker-goldsmith-worked-filner-ouster-8mo/ City Attorney Jan Goldsmith and the La
Costa Faction of the Bildenberg Group, the
Mafia, helped orchestrate this crime. The
group is part of the IMF, International Monetary
Fund, which owns the Federal Reserve System
and the Social Security System. See more at
www.NZ9F.com/Gnosis. You will not find dirt
on this group using Google, because they own
Google. Bing might help.
As has been previously stated in other editions,
no one has been willing to show any video of
any alleged misconduct, despite there being a
lot of very inexpensive recording devices
available, plus lot of cameras inside City Hall.
This is because if people saw what really
occurred, Filner would never have been
criminally charged nor forced to resign. A
New Low in slime-ball Mafia Gestapo
corruption, from the ONLY profession lessrespected than elderly prostitutes, the
television news journalists! Smile, wave,
look sexy, and lie your ass off, right into the
camera. Dontcha love it?
Now what needs to be done is to prosecute the
San
Diego
Broadcasters
for
Felony
Obstruction of Justice, in not allowing Due
Process, and permanently revoke all their FCC
broadcast licenses. Any lawyers want to file
the papers? Any FRN Licensee, including
myself, can file that, but criminal prosecution
will not take place because the legal system is
too corrupt. The Court System is more
concerned with "proving" things that are false
than establishing any sort of "truth" or "justice",
and this one deals with saving their own ass.
News media help to obscure, hide, complicate,
and confuse the truth, which is their function for
the Ruling Class Mobsters. Same as pro
sports keeps peoples' minds off of what is
really going on.
Were Filner a Republican who committed some
misconduct, he would have been treated like
Newt Gingrich and Arnold Schwarzenegger,
instead of Bill Clinton. Several of the actresses

hired to lie on TV have been identified as
fakes. However, if Mike Aguirre gets elected
Mayor, which is very likely, the removal of
Filner will have not destroyed San Diego.

Ray Lutz, Arrested With
Occupy, Gets Huge
Settlement from City
Voter Registration Station Torn
Down
Details Must Remain Secret
The lawsuits from San Diego unlawfully
arresting Occupy Wall Street - San Diego
protesters over two years ago are starting to
make their way into the legal system. The first
of them, organizer Ray Lutz, who heads a
citizen fairness group and is active with Activist
San Diego, just settled out of court. It is hoped
that San Diego has learned its lesson and that
violation of First Amendment rights to protest
will not be abridged in the future. Ray
commented on Facebook: "It's the private
parties that made the demand. We wanted it
public and at least I am allowed to say
whatever I want to about it other than that. I
see the non-monetary concessions as even
more important. The City Attorney has to
publish a statement about the fact that they will
follow the law and the office building has to
send around a memo to all employees in the
building telling them they must respect
peaceful political activity in the public square.
I'm sure some of the settlement details are
public record once all the paperwork is
completed." He continues: "I agree that the
City was mostly behind the citizens arrest, that
was just cover for them." My comment to him
was: "Congratulations! Things like this make
the City think twice, we hope, when it gets
tough merely for doing things peacefully and
legally. Plus, voter registration is PATRIOTIC!"
Lutz also stated: "It could have been much
more painful to them if we had actually going
through the trial, due to the incredible negative
publicity they would get. But I had to weigh the

stress factor and decided to take the settlement
as negotiated. But I think I really blew it by not
including a sexual harassment charge from the
looks of that frame from the video." The video
can be seen at sandiegolovesgreen.com/raylutz-settles-with-city-of-san-diego-for-voterregistration-arrest/
Just an update that the security guards at the
City Hall Concourse were still harassing people
for "trespassing" and claiming same to be
"private property", including the 3rd Avenue
sidewalk, on October 25, more than a week
later.

Criminals, Street Gangs,
Force Nonprofit Help
Program to Close
Dreams For Change at
Cornerstone Church in Vista
harassed by drunk neighbors with
guns, dope pushers

53 Persons Made Homeless
Due to threats of violence by criminal elements
in Vista, Dreams For Change Program was
forced to close its program, causing 25 who
were enrolled and 28 on waiting lists to be
forced back into the streets. Neighbors of the
church, some carrying weapons and other with
open containers of alcohol, accosted the
program members several times and the
Center had to be permanently closed for
security reasons. The City of Vista has
expressed the opinion that those doing the
harassing are part of the same group as is
being harassed, but the Nonprofit Organization
which runs the program is said to have
evidence to the contrary. As yet, the San
Diego County Sheriff, which patrols Vista, has
neither taken action nor commented. The San
Diego Reader rejected a similar article as
"short on facts". Dr. Teresa Smith, Ph.D., at
DreamsForChange.Org, is the Organizational
Chair, and the org is sponsored by United Way,
SD Co. Health & Human Services, Jewish

Community Foundation, Rotary, Lion’s Club, USD,
SDSU, USC, Verizon, Walmart, several churches,
and the Downtown Fellowship.

Swiss Give Each Citizen
$700 a Week, same as

Australian Minimum
Wage
Covers All Basic Needs,
whether you work or not
Many wonder why our "rich nation" does not
solve its homeless problem this way.
Republicans called "Morons" by prestigious
Esquire Magazine.
You need about $1,200 a month in needs
such as food, basic clothing, and bus
transportation that are not part of rent. The
$2,800 a month formula used by these two
nations allows another $1,600 a month for rent,
utilities, and disposible income (discretionary
spending)
which
can
be
used
for
entertainment,
cell
phones,
computers,
and other things, if not used for rent. In San
Diego, your rent may easily be $1,200 with
utilities, especially because San Diego electric
rates are the highest in the world, not just the
United States. Even in San Diego, the Swiss
and Australian $2800 A Month Plan leaves you
with $400 a month for entertainment,
emergencies, and getting ahead such as
saving up to buy a car. In Australia, you do not
just get the money, but you do get a job that
pays that much.

Meetings
Girls Think Tank (GTT) met Thursday, Oct.
3, .with 18 present, including 6 lawyers, and 3
super-intelligent homeless. • GTT is still
wrestling with the City over toilets, possible
use of toilets at the Padres' Petco Park, MTS
problems, and the new Porland Loos. • The

suggestion of using the old Downtown Library
as a homeless shelter was discussed. All of
these issues have bond problems, some of the
bonds issued stating right on them that
"homeless persons shall never be permitted
access to this facility." We have NO rights
whatsoever! Many get turned down for
housing because they were in the past
homeless. If this is the case, how do you
EVER get non-homeless? • The winter
backpack distribution will be at 9:30 AM on
Thanksgiving Day, across from the Neil Good
Center, 299 Seventeenth St. • Project
Homestart has a maternity shelter for
homeless mothers, phone 619-692-0727. •
The working committee groups, Police Abuse
and Misconduct, and MTS Transit, did not
have new material since last month. I
commented that MTS, the Metropolitan
Transit System of San Diego seems to act like
a "redacted" or Secret Government Gestapo
group, such as a Christian Council of Knights
or a Jewish Kabbal. Member identities are
often secret, as are work addresses, email
addresses, functions of the person, etc. And,
MTS makes its own laws, which apparently
supercede regular government laws, and even
has its own police enforcers of those laws. •
GTT has a new paid administrator, who is a
lawyer, and will be representing them legally.
More at GirlsThinkTank.Org. ♦ Occupy San
Diego (OSD) met Monday, Oct. 7 . and held
discussions for about two hours regarding
labor organizing, making San Diego better
for families, past history, and the new radio
station friendly to Labor and Occupy at 89.1
FM, KNSJ. Everyone got something out of the
meeting, but in-person meetings are very rare
and sparsely attended because of the risk of
being arrested, beaten up, sent to prison, and
being added to the "Do Not Employ" or "Do Not
House" lists. About 25 people braved the
event. Occupy normally meets on its 2,000
Facebook sites, 40 of which are in San Diego,
such as Occupy Pacific Beach, Occupy
Mission Beach, Occupy SD, Occupy San
Diego, Occupy Wall St.-San Diego, and many
more.
•

(Full disclosure of a journalist's personal
relationship to those being written about.).
OCCUPY PHOTOS BY KALI KATT (Denise
Goochmansky) The author is shown behind the flag.

The meeting was attended by some members
of
the
International
Association
of
Machinists, who represent San Diego aircraft
workers, and who indicated their solidarity with
Occupy.
•

KNSJ Radio is experiencing organizational
problems, and the Nonprofit Board at Activist
San Diego, which owns the station, dissolved
the Radio Board, causing much confusion.
The station is still operating, but with very few
local programs, no advertising sales donations,
much infighting, no work being done except by
those with programs on the air, no plans for
marketing or development, no leadership, and
huge voids. Reminds me of HAT, the
Homeless Advocacy Team, which also pays no
help. I was on the Technical Committee, being
a radio/tv engineer, and it was very
disorganized; I was universally disliked by the
leadership, but liked by the rank-and-file
ordinary members. I am no longer involved.

♦ HAT, the Homeless Advocacy Team, . met
Monday, Oct. 14, with an insufficient number
present to transact business. All persons are
both transportationally challenged, plus would
have to re-work their plans for obtaining food or
other needs that day, so this is to be
understood. So, HAT is temporarily shut down,
and those who are part of it need to use all of
their efforts for survival. Even getting a library
computer involves first getting some form of
transportation to a library, plus often a long
wait. ♦ TACO, the Third Avenue Charitable
Organization, also met Monday, Oct. 14, with
about 35 persons present, and announced that
they had acquired a lot of socks for clothing
distribution.
Rachel Line, the Church
Secretary, will no longer be in charge of
volunteers, so that task falls upon Jim Lovell,
making him no longer able to assist HAT on
Mondays and Fridays. A new Volunteer
Coordinator will be sought, because Jim is very
busy, being one of the very FEW Social
Workers who is permitted to help anyone,
regardless of programs, funding, etc. ♦
MAPSS, the Metropolitan Area Providers of
Social Services met Oct. 23, and I could not
attend due to illness. I am told that the only
pressing issue is that Obamacare begins in 2
months, and there will be no more LIHP or
CMS health services. The good news is that
everyone now qualifies for Medi-Cal, which will
save the taxpayers billions of dollars a year.
The news media lie about this, too. See the
truth at www.NZ9F.com/Health. The rich
Republicans who perform surgery or own
hospitals will no longer be able to rape the
government for expensive surgery, so they
hate Obamacare.

Other News Sources:
San Diego Free Press, OB
Rag, KNSJ-FM, more

Search Engine NZ9F.com, click on black links

Medical
Marijuana
Is Grass the New "Holy
Communion"? Pot works better at
hypnosis and control
Marijuana is an important medical hypnotic and
hallucinogen that confuses people into thinking
that their situation is better than it really is and
their pain is less. THC, tetra-hydro-cannabinol,
an insecticide and sunscreen produced by the
marijuana plant, is its active ingredient. The
only direct medical benefit of THC is reduced
optical pressure, so it could be used for that,
except that we currently have much better
drugs for treating glaucoma. Marijuana does
work very well as a placating placebo-hypnotic
drug, so patients can be told that it cures
anything, and will believe that it helps. It
makes you "high", confusing your judgement,
for about 4 months when smoked. After the
first few hours, you are actually still high for
months and do not even know it. All of this
helps in treating pain or emotional trauma. Bad
music sounds good, awful art looks great, and
everything is okay. Don't worry, be happy.
You are the Happy Hippie.
So, do we need dispensaries? Yes, and we
need to keep them from buying Black Market
dope, from the same guys who teach
schoolkids to shoot heroin. Pot costs ten
dollars a pound to produce in volume, so we
should allow a 400% markup for profits, and
require it be sold at no more than $40 per
pound, which is five dollars for 2 ounces. This
would allow those interested in providing a
needed medical service to operate, without
gangsters looking for a fast buck. And, it would
allow a valuable drug to be purchased with a
minimum amount of economic abuse. The
grower making 400% is more realistic than the
current 425,000%, because the super-profits

bring in Organized Crime like the heroin
pushers and real estate agents.
If you are confused, get off pot for 4 months,
and with a clear head, think. Grass hypnotizes
people far better than Holy Communion, so it is
a good drug, but like Communion, there are a
lot of lies told about it, by both sides. Some
combination of THC, rohypnal, and Holy
Communion (human blood and semen hidden
in food) is probably the wave of the future, and
works best for hypnosis and control of the
commoners of the general public. Look for
THC to be someday added to ALL foods, the
way rohypnal, blood, and semen already are,
to maintain hypnosis and control of society.

Censored News:
Things the news media have censored out

Violent protest in Rome over
unfair high rents PHOTO COURTESY OF
REVOLUTION NEWS .COM

Nation of Iceland banking and real estate systems melt
down, Prime Minister and 400 bankers indicted on
criminal charges. All home loans to be forgiven. Real
estate fell 50%. • Germany sends more Siemens
officials to prison for bribing city officials worldwide to get
its trolley system installed, including in San Diego.

